
Air Bear Tactical Aircraft and 
Momentum Aviation Group 
Announce Availability of Contract 
Aviation to Law Enforcement

Sunday, February 15, 2015: 

February 16, 2015: Air Bear Tactical Aircraft (Air Bear) and Momentum Aviation Group (MAG) announced today that they 

have teamed to provide manned airborne services to Federal, State and Local law enforcement agencies. Gary Bushouse, 

Air Bear’s Director of Business Development states “MAG’s capabilities to provide aircraft and trained crews teamed with 

Air Bear’s expertise in airborne law enforcement tactics and training will provide law enforcement agencies with an 

economical method of implementing airborne law enforcement.” Bushouse continues “it was readily apparent that 

combining MAG’s and Air Bear’s capabilities would provide cost effective airborne solutions to law enforcement 

agencies.”

MAG is a leader in providing and enabling global situational awareness. MAG delivers Manned Aerial Sensing (Airborne 

ISR), Unmanned Aerial Sensing (UAS), Aviation Training (Aviation FID), Aviation Logistics, and Training and Exercise Services. 

Air Bear was formed to share its decades of airborne law enforcement and aviation expertise with the law enforcement 

community. The teaming agreement allows both entities to provide best in class contract aircraft, crews and training to the 

law enforcement community. Both companies are dedicated to data privacy and work closely with agencies and 

communities to ensure that contract airborne services comply with all applicable policies, procedures, regulations, and 

laws.

France Hoang, Chief Strategy Officer for MAG explains that “MAG provides local and state agencies with world class 

expertise and innovative technologies,” and adds, “all at a great value and seamlessly integrating with existing 

operations.”

For further information about contract airborne law enforcement solutions as well as airborne and classroom tactical 

training, please visit MAG’s law enforcement page at:

http://lawenforcement.mag-ds.com/

Or Air Bear’s pages at:

www.airbear.aero/training/ or www.airbear.aero/solutions/contract/

About Air Bear Tactical Aircraft

Air Bear Tactical Aircraft, LLC provides complete, mission ready airborne law enforcement solutions, custom designed for 

specific agency mission requirements. With a staff of experienced airborne law enforcement and expert aircraft acquisition 

personnel, Air Bear has the capability to deliver solutions which meet and exceed your needs. Tactical Flight Officer and 

Pilot tactical training, operational consulting and custom integration are all part of the services Air Bear provides.

Please visit www.airbear.aero for more information.

About Momentum Aviation Group

MAG is a leader in providing and enabling global situational awareness to make the world smaller and safer. Privately 

equity backed by the Clairvest Group, MAG delivers manned aerial sensing (Airborne ISR), unmanned aerial sensing (UAS), 

aviation training, and aviation logistics services to federal, global, and commercial customers around the world.

Please visit www.mag-ds.com for more information.
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